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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group, p = (Xj 1 id I= {l,..., rz} } a set of subgroups of 
G = (Xi 1 iE Z>. Then p is called a parabolic system’ of G of rank n and 
char. p, if it satisfies: 
(1) G#<xjI.ieJCf). 
(2) There exists a finite S< fl X, such that SE Sylp(<Xi, X,)) for all 
i, j E I. 
(3) Xj = OP’(X,/O,(X,)) is a perfect central extension of a finite rank 
1 group of Lie-type in char. p. 
(4) Xj,i = Op’( ( Xi, Xj)/Op( Xi, X,)) is a perfect central extension of 
a finite rank 2 group of Lie-type in char. p. 
(In (4) we allow central products of two rank 1 groups. Also, if p = 2, we 
allow the following degenerate cases: (Z, x L,) Z, ? L,(2) x L,(2), 
A, = Sp(4,2)‘, U,(3) = G,(2)’ and ‘F4(2)‘. We do not allow, except in Sec- 
tion 9, A6 and c,, since these groups are not Chevalley-groups and do 
have additional GF(2)-representations.) 
The diagram A = A(p) is defined in the obvious way. The graph r= T(p) 
is the graph with vertex set Z, where i and j are joined by an edge, if and 
only if Fi,i is not a central product of two rank 1 groups. The diagram A is 
a string diagram, if we can order I such that i, i + 1, 1 6 i-~ n, are the only 
vertices of T(p) connected by an edge. We say p is connected if T(p) is con- 
nected. For motivation to consider such parabolic systems see [15]. 
* A part of this paper was written during the author’s stay in Pasadena during spring 1982, 
supported by a grant from the DFG. 
’ The parabolic systems of this paper are the weak parabolic systems of [ 151. 
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In this paper we prove: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose p is a connected weak parabolic system of G of 
rank 3 and char. 2. Then A(p) is a string diagram. 
Since there are many parabolic systems of rank 3 and char. 2 of non- 
spherical type known, it seems just a lucky incident that they all have 
string diagrams. Also the proof of Theorem 1 is very tight, so that any 
slight change of the hypothesis might give new examples.* 
The main group-theoretical application of our Theorem 1 should be its 
use for the revisionism of the quasi-thin group classification in the spirit of 
Stellmacher’s work on thin-groups. As in [15] we also get a geometric 
variant of our Theorem 1. To express this in suitable generality we need 
some terminology of [18]. 
A chamber system Q? = (%, (pi), iE I) of type M, where M is a Coxeter 
diagram on Z with M(i, j) < CO for all i, Jo Z, we call a Tits chamber system. 
Such a Tits chamber system is of classical type, if it satisfies: 
If .Z= {i, j} c Z such that M(i, j) > 2, then each element of pJ, considered 
as a chamber system over J, is isomorphic to the natural chamber system 
of some rank 2 Chevalley-group. 
(So to consider a Tits chamber system of classical type means one does 
not allow subsystems which correspond, for example, to nondesarguesian 
projective planes! ) 
A chamber system %? is locally finite, if each rank 2 cell (i.e., element of 
pJ, IJl = 2) of %’ is finite. If G is a transitive automorphism group of V, 
then the stabilizer of a chamber is called a Borel-subgroup. 
We have 
THEOREM 2. Suppose V = (%, (pi), i E I) is a locally finite rank 3 Tits 
chamber system of classical type with a connected diagram A, satisfying: 
(a) %? admits a transitive automorphism group with finite Borel-sub- 
group. 
(b) For each iEZ and FE pi we have I%n 4 #4. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) A is a string diagram. 
(2) 
ZIn the meantime I have obtained a complete classification of all rank 3 weak parabolic 
systems in char. 2, which does not use Theorem 1 above and which is based on the “Amalgam 
technique” instead of the “pushing up” technique used in this paper. 
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W is “defined’ over GF(2) or GF(8) and for each JC I with 1 JI = 2 the 
stabilizer G, of any element of pJ is a Frobenius group of order 21 or 13.9. 
There are many examples known that satisfy case (2) of Theorem 2. 
Indeed, to get an example defined over GF(2) is equivalent to finding a 
group G generated by subgroups Xi, i= 1,2, 3, satisfying: 
XiNZ3, i= 1, 2, 3 
(Xi, J’j> eF21r lgiZj63. 
Condition (b) in Theorem 2 is a technical condition, which is due to the 
fact that in odd characteristic we reduce our Theorem 2 to a theorem of 
Niles [7], which was proved for finite groups, but the proof generalizes to 
our hypothesis (see [ 17, (6.1)]). I n even characteristic we reduce it to our 
Theorem 1. Using the methods of this paper it should also be possible to 
get a classification in the GF(3)case. 
To obtain a corollary for (diagram)-geometries let Z= (P’, *, r) be a 
geometry of type A4 in the sense of [ 181, M a Coxeter diagram over I. We 
call f of classical type, if for each i # j E Z for which M( i, j) > 2 and for each 
flag F of type I- {i, j}, res. F is a generalized M(i, j)-gon isomorphic to the 
generalized M(i, j)-gon of some rank 2 Chevalley-group. Let rad. Z= 
{x E V 1 x * y for all y E V with r(x) # z( y)}. 
r is locally finite, if all rank 2 residues of Z are finite. If G is a flag-trans- 
itive automorphism group of Z, then the stabilizers of the maximal flags of 
Z are called Borel-subgroups. Then we have: 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose r is a locally finite rank 3 geometry of classical 
type A4 with rad. r= 0, satisfying: 
(i) r admits a flag-transitive automorphism group with finite Borel- 
subgroup. 
(ii) For each iE1 andflag F of type I- (i>, Ires. FI #4. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) A4 is a string diagram. 
(2) 
T is “defined” over GF(2) or GF(8) and f or each v E V, G, is a Frobenius 
group of order 21 or 73.9. 
Corollary 1 is easily obtained from Theorem 2 by passing to the chamber 
system V(T) defined in [18]. As in the case of Theorem 2 there are many 
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examples known that satisfy case (2) of Corollary 1, but not all chamber 
systems of 
type correspond to geometries of this type. 
The nonexistence proofs for weak parabolic systems of triangular type 
use pushing-up methods based on the list of failure of factorization 
modules in [ 11. In the most difficult case, when all Xi 1: L,(q) for the same 
q, we only reduce the problem to the following situation in this paper: 
(4 %,2y Xl,, E G&h ~~(4~4)~ Ad. 
(b) Z=Q,G(S)) +I Xl=Xl,2nXl,3. 
The final contradiction is obtained by quoting Theorem (3.1) of [ 161, 
where we show that a certain parameter is = 1 in such a situation, using a 
graph-theoretical approach as in [4]. On this point the paper differs from 
the preprint I distributed, where I gave a nonexistence proof based on a 
very complicated analysis of the distribution of the elements of 2I(S). 
It should also be remarked that, as in [15], we do not need any 
classification theorem of finite simple groups. Such papers appearing in the 
literature are only quoted for some lemmata. 
Some notation: 2I(S), J(S) and p(G, V) are used in the usual way. 
21i(s)={A9SI @(A)=1 and m(A) 3 m(S) - i} 
and Ji(s) = (ai >. 
A quasi-simple Chevalley-group is a perfect central extension of a simple 
Chevalley-group in char. p by a $-group. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE RANK 2 CHEVALLEY-GROUPS 
In this section we list some properties of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups in 
char. 2 and of their GF(2)-representations. Since probably all these proper- 
ties are known to the specialists, we only sketch proofs. If not specified 
otherwise G is in this section a universal quasi-simple Chevalley-group of 
rank 2 and char. 2. (We also allow C,, G,(2), *F4(2), A,, U,(3) and 
‘F4(2)‘, but not A6, c,.) A FF-module (failure of factorization) for G is a 
nontrivial GF(Z)G-module, V satisfying 1 A 1 1 C,(A)1 2 1 V/I for some elemen- 
tary abelian 2-subgroup A of G. Such an A is called an offending subgroup. 
We also use Lie-theoretic notation for irreducible GF(2)G-modules. 
481196%9 
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(2.1) LEMMA. (a) The 2-part of the multiplier of G is trivial except in 
case A,(2), A,(4), C,(2), G,(4), u,(2), 
(b) Suppose G is such a proper covering group, SE Syl,(G) and S is 
isomorphic to the 2-Sylow subgroup of a quasi-simple rank 2 Chevalley-group 
H in char. 2, satisfying lZ(H)I = l(2). Then Hlc Sp(4,4) and G is the perfect 
central extension of L,(4) by Z, x Z,. 
Proof For (a) see [5]; (b) follows from (a) by order arguments. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Suppose G is defined over GF(q), G & ‘F,(q), q=2”, 
(GF(q) thefixedfield ifG is twisted!) and SE Syl,(G). Let Xi, X, be the two 
parabolic subgroups qf G containing B = N(S) and xi = X,/0,(X,), i = 1,2. 
Suppose V is an irreducible GF(2)G-module satisfying Vi= (C,(S)K) is 
either the natural or the orthogonal module for each Xl. ( We have 
Xj N L,(q)! So orthogonal module means q = r2 and Xi 2: L,(r2) 21 Q-(4, r) 
and Vi is the module obtained from this isomorphism!) Then ( VI > q5. 
Proof It is easy to see that each irreducible GF(2)G-module satisfies 
the above inequality, except in case G 21 A,(q) or C,(q). In the latter case 
the only irreducible GF(2)G-modules which don’t satisfy 1 VI z=- q5 are the 
natural modules. But they satisfy Vi = C,(Xi) for i = 1 or 2. 
If G N A.,(q) then the only irreducible modules V satisfying 1 VI 6 q5 are 
the two natural modules and the irreducible GF(2)G-module obtained from 
the irreducible GF(q)G-module M(A, ) 0, M(A, )a, CT an involutary field 
automorphism. But it is easy to see that these three modules do not satisfy 
the hypothesis of (2.2). 
(2.3) LEMMA. Suppose V = (C,(S)” ) is an FF-module for G. Then one 
of the following holds: 
(1) G-A,(q), V=C,(G)@ W, W the direct sum of at most two 
natural modules. 
(2) G = C,(q), V= V, 0 W, V, & C,(G), IC,(G)l <q and W/C,(G) 
is a natural module. 
(3) G=Gdq), V= V,O W, Vo<CC,(G), /C&G)/ <q and W/C&G)- 
W&). 
(4) G N *A,(q)= U,(q), V= Cy(G)@ W, W is the natural or 
orthogonal module. 
(5) G N *AA(q) 2: U,(q), V = C,(G) @ W, W is the natural module. 
(6) G= U,(2), V= V,@ W, V, < C,(G), JC,(G)( <2 and W/C&G) 
is the natural module. 
Moreover, if 8 is the set of offending subgroups of G, SE Syl,(G), U1, U2 
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the unipotent radicals of the two parabolics containing N(S), then in cases 
(3)-(5) (bnS)<Uifor i=l or2. 
Proof (1) is contained in [15, (2.6)], and (2~(5) is a combination of 
the results of [l] and [6]. The last statement is now easy to calculate, 
using the action of G on these modules. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose G?G,(q) or U,(3), V= (C,(S)‘) is an FzG- 
module, satisfying: 
(a) [V,B,B]=O. 
(8) 1 V: C,(B)1 <q* (BJ (q = 2 in case of U,(3)) for some elementary 
abelian 2-subgroup B of G. 
Then V/C.(G)&M(A,). 
Proof. It is easy to see that the only irreducible F,G-module satisfying 
(a) and (8) is M(1,). (This is contained in [2], but one can also compute 
this directly!) Moreover, an extension of M(I,) by M(I,) does not satisfy 
the hypothesis. Hence (2.4) follows, since V= ( C,( S)G). 
(2.5) LEMMA. Suppose G “A,(q), C,(q) or G,(q), q = 2”, W an 
irreducible F,G-module; S, Xi and Xi for i = 1,2 as in (2.2). Suppose 
Wi = (Zc), Z < C,(S), is a natural I;,R,-module for i= 1 and 2 and 
W, n W2 = Z, IZI = q. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) W is as FzG-module isomorphic to the basic Steinberg module. 
(b) W is as F2 G-module isomorphic to M(I., )o 0, M( &)T; 
CT # z E Gal( F,). 
Proof: This was shown in [15, (7.9)] for A,(q). In general the proof is 
the same. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let Wand G be as in (2.5). Then the following hold: 
(a) Suppose B is an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G satisfying 
[W,B,B]=OandlBl~q. Then IBI=q. 
(b) Let B as in (a), SE Syl,(G) containing B, X,, Xz the two parabolic 
subgroups containing N(S) and Ui = O,(Xi). Then there exists a g E G such 
that Bg<S, but Bgn Ui= 1 for i= 1 or 2. 
(c) Suppose x is an involution of G. Then 
(1) IW:C,(x)laq4 zfG-L,(q). 
(2) (W:C,(x)l>q’ifG=Sp(4,q). 
(3) IW: C&x)/ aq’* ifG-G,(q), 
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Proof. (a) In case of G,(q), G has exactly two classes of involutions, 
the centralizers of which are described in [lo]. So if IBI > q, then an easy 
calculation shows that B contains a long root involution t of G. 
So suppose B < S < C(t), SE Syl,(G), for the proof of (a). In case of 
A,(q) (a) is trivial. Hence assume G = C,(q) or G,(q). Then C(t) = O”(X), 
X a minimal parabolic containing N(S). If B & U= O,(X), then (B”“) = 
C(t) b U. If B < U, then ( Bc(“) = U, since IB( > q. So in any case by the 
three-subgroup lemma [W, t] < C&U,) < W,. But then I W: C,(t)1 < q2, 
which contradicts part (c). 
(b) To prove (b) note first that each elementary abelian subgroup of 
S is contained in U, or U,. Suppose first G N A,(q) and let F= U, n U,. 
Then each Ui is partitioned by conjugates of F. Hence if B< U, there exists 
an Fg< U,, gEX,, such that FgnB= 1, since JBl =q. So FnBg-‘= 1 and 
thus Bg-‘n U,= 1. 
If GZ C,(q) then the same argument proves (b), since in this case 
1 Uil = q3 and 1 U, n U,J = q2. So assume G II G,(q). Suppose first B contains 
a long root involution t. Assume without loss B 6 C(t) = O”(X,). Then by 
the argument in (a) either B = Z( U,) is a root group or [ W, T] 6 C,+,(Uu,). 
In the first case there exists a g such that Bg < S, Bg n U, = 1 while the 
second case is impossible as shown in (a). 
So B contains only short root involutions. Now by [lo, (8.4)] a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of the centralizer of a short root involution has the form F x Q, F 
elementary abelian of order q and 
a, b, c E GF(q) 
Moreover, all involutions of Q are long root involutions. It is now easy to 
see that there exists a g E G such that Bg n U, = 1, Bg < S. 
(c) It is well known that all involutions of G act freely on W, if W is 
the basic Steinberg module. So in this case (2.6)(c) holds. 
If W is a twisted tensor product, then (2.6)(c) holds by [15, (7.13)] if 
G N L,(q). If G ‘v Sp(4, q) the proof is the same. If N G,(q) then (3) holds, 
since G can be generated by five conjugates of x. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Suppose G is isomorphic to A,(q), C,(q) or G,(q) and 
W= (Z”) is the direct sum of equivalent, irreducible basic GF(2)G-modules, 
where (Z) = q and Z is B = N(S)-invariant, SE Syl,(G). Then W is 
irreducible. 
ProoJ To prove (2.7) we may assume W= W, @ W, is the direct sum 
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of two equivalent irreducible modules. Then 2 6 C,(S) = C,(S) @ C&S) 
and IC,(S)l = q. Since 
Hon-& 6 y W) = F, 
there exist exactly q + 1 proper submodules of W. Since there are also 
exactly q + 1 H-invariant subgroups in C,(S) of order q, H a 2’-com- 
plement to S in B, each must be contained in a proper submodule. This 
proves (2.7). 
(2.8) LEMMA. Suppose G is an untwisted universal Chevalley-group 
defined over GF(q), H the fundamental root system of G. For each J s H, GJ 
is the set of roots, which are linear combinations of roots in J. Let B = U’ H 
be the corresponding Borel-subgroup and for Js IT 
P,=UJ.L,=(~~;rrE~~~,).H 
P-,=(%rlrrE-u@,).H. 
Suppose finally that there exists a w E W, the Weyl-group of G, satisfying 
w(r) = -r for each r E IT. Then the following hold 
(a) P-,= U-,*L,, where Up,= (Xr 1 rE@--GcPJ). Moreover, 
K,n L,= 1 and P-, is a parabolic subgroup containing B- = U- *H, 
U-=(Zr[rrE@-). 
(b) Suppose V is an irreducible, selfdual, basic GF(q)G-module. Then 
v= CK U,l 0 C,(K,) for each JC Il. 
Proof By definition L,= (H, %,I r E @,). Hence L,< P-,. Now the 
proof of P-,= iXJ. L,, U-, n L, = 1 is the same as the proof of 
P,= U,L,, U,n L, = 1. This proves (a). 
By [9] and (a) L, acts irreducibly on C,( U,). Since V is selfdual, we 
have dim * C,( U,) = codim. [ V, U,]. By hypothesis UJ and U-, are con- 
jugate under w. Hence either (b) holds or C,( U-,) < [V, U,] for some 
Jc H. In the second case we have 
c.tu-)~cc.(u-,)<cv, UJ]<[V, u-j. 
But since V is a basic module, there exists by [3, (5.8)] a basis of V such 
that U consists of strictly upper and U- of strictly lower triangular 
matrices corresponding to this basis. This proves (2.8). 
(2.9) Here we describe in somewhat loose terms how to obtain infor- 
mation about the irreducible F,U,(q)-modules (GF(q) the fixed field). 
If V is an irreducible F2 U,(q)-module, then P= GF(q2) @ V is the direct 
sum of irreducible GF(q2) U,(q)-modules, which are considered as GF(2)- 
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modules all equivalent to I’. Now GF(q2) is a splitting field for U,(q). The 
“basic” irreducible GF(q2) U,(q)-modules are just the basic GF(q2) A3(q2)- 
modules, which remain irreducible restricted to U,(q). So apart from the 
trivial module one has modules N ,,..., N, of dimension 4, 4, 6, 14, 20, 20 
and 64. Moreover, each of these splits, considered as F2 U,(q)-module, in 
the direct sum of at most two equivalent copies. 
Similar as in the case of untwisted groups, each irreducible 
GF(q*) U,(q)-module is of the form 0 Nisi, where the rri are distinct 
elements of Gal(F,,) satisfying rri IF4 # 1. (This allows us to obtain lower 
bounds on the order of an irreducible F2 U,(q)-module!) 
(2.10) LEMMA. Suppose G is a Chevalley-group in char. p different from 
G,(3”), P a maximal parabolic subgroup of G and Q = O,,(P). Suppose 
1 # x E P is a p’-element satisfying [x, P] < Q. Then [x, Q] = Q. 
Proof: Since x normalizes a Sylow p-subgroup of P, x is an element of 
a Cartan-subgroup. It is now easy to supply a proof by discussing the 
separate cases. 
(2.11)(a) A, has, apart from the trivial module, four irreducible GF(2)- 
modules, namely, two “natural” modules of dim. 4, which are both FF- 
modules, and two &dimensional modules, both of which we call “Stein- 
berg”-modules. (The Steinberg-module for Z, ‘v Sp(4, 2) splits, considered 
as Ah-module, in the direct sum of two inequivalent g-dimensional 
modules. Since [AsI = 8, both are projective!) 
(b) U,(3) has, apart from the trivial module, four irreducible GF(2)- 
modules, namely, the modules M(1,) and M(R,) for G,(2) remain 
irreducible considered as U,(3) = G*(2)‘-modules. As in the case of A,, the 
Steinberg-module for G,(2) splits in the direct sum of two inequivalent 32- 
dimensional projective modules for U,(3), both of which we call Steinberg- 
modules. Also U,(3) has no FF-modules. 
3. PRELIMINARY REDUCTIONS 
In this section we assume that G is a group generated by subgroups 
X, X,, X, satisfying: 
(1) O*‘(X,/O,(X,)) is a finite rank 1 Lie-type group in char. 2 for 
i= 1,2, 3. (We also allow the solvable cases L,(2), U,(2) or Sz(2)!) 
(2) Let Lj = (Xi, X,), (i, j, k} = { 1,2, 3) and Ii = 02’(Li/02(Li)). 
Then Ei is a quasi-simple rank 2 Lie-type group in char. 2. (We also allow 
A,, U,(3), 2Eb(2)‘, z;,, G,(2), 2F4(2). 
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(3) There exists a finite 2-subgroup S < n:= 1 Xi such that 
SE Syl,(L,) for i = 1, 2 and 3. 
As in [15, (4.5)] we can without loss specialize our assumptions. 
Let Yi=02’(Xi), G0=(Yi)i=1,2,3), B,=N,(S) and B’=N,(S). 
Thus the structure of the structure of the Li implies Bi < N(X,) for i, j < 3 
and Xi= Y,B,. Hence 
G=Go(BiIi=1,2,3) and so G,,gG. 
Moreover the structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups implies [B’, B’] < S 
for i, j< 3. Let B = (B’ ( 1, 2, 3). Then S1 B and B/S is an abelian 2’- 
group. Hence, as in [15, (4.5)] the group Go with subgroups Y,B, 
i = 1,2, 3, satisfies (l)-(3). Since we want to show nonexistence for any 
such group, we .may for the rest of the paper assume that G = G, and 
Xi= Y,B. 
Some further notation: Mi = O,(&), Qi = 0,(X,), &= 02’(&) and 
fi = 02’(Xi). Fix a 2’complement H to S in B and let Z= a,(Z(S)), Vi = 
(ZL.l) for i = 1,2, 3. Since we want to show nonexistence of G, we may also 
assume O,(G) = Z(G) = 1. Consider - as map: zi + &/Mi. 
The main aim of this section is to show that the zi are 2-constraint, i.e., 
Mi = F”(Zi). 
(3.1) THEOREM. Suppose no Li is isomorphic to *F4(2”) or *F4(2)‘. Then 
Mi = F*(&) for i = 1,2,3. 
Proof Until (3.1) is proved we assume that Li is a counterexample. We 
derive a contradiction in several steps. 
(1) Let L’= Ct(M,) and suppose Mi # F*(Ei). Then IZi: L’Mi( < 2 
and 2; < Mi * L’. 
This is obvious since by our assumptions Z,/M, is quasi-simple or contains 
a quasi-simple subgroup of index 2. 
(2) Suppose M, # 1. Then MI 4 M, or M, & M3. 
Proof Assume 1 # M, < M2 n M3. Then MI < M2 and MI < Ms. The 
structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-group L, implies that X2 acts irreducibly 
on Q2/Co~(~2) or 8, acts irreducibly on Q,/C,,(rj). Since obviously 
M, < Q, and M3 < Q2 we get M2 < C&X;) or M3 < Co&X;). 
Assume without loss that the first case holds. By (1) 
ps GM, * (X, n L’). Hence each element of odd order of z3 centralizes 
M,/M, and MI and thus centralizes M2. This implies Cx,(M2) C M, and 
so by (1) (z,: M2L21 ~2. 
Now F=ZnM, # 1, since M, # 1. By (1) 1, <C(F) and by the above 
L, < C(F), a contradiction to G = (z,, z,> and O,(G) = 1. 
(3) Suppose 1 # MI 4 M2. Then M2 4 Mr. 
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Suppose M2 < M,. Then each 2’-element in g3 centralizes M2 and so by 
(1) IZ,:M,L’/ 62. But then, if M,# 1, 1 #ZnM,<lG= (I,, I*), a con- 
tradiction. 
So M2 = 1 and z, = L,. Suppose L, is defined over Fq. (F, the fixed field 
if L, is a twisted group!) Then the structure of L, implies 1 C,(x,)I = q, 
since 1 #M, < C,(%,). Moreover, L, EC, or M, < [S, 8,] d L’. In the 
second case L’ is a perfect central extension of a rank 2 Chevalley-group by 
M, and so by (2.1) 1 2 z C,(4), M, NH, x E2 and L, = L,(4). It is now 
obvious that z, ‘v C,(4) or L, N L,(4) and M3 N Z, x Z. Hence in any case 
X, , X,, X3 have abelian normal subgroups of order 26, a contradiction 
since S contains only two such normal subgroups. 
So we have z,1!C, and M, 4 L’. By order arguments z, ‘v L,(2) and 
lM,I = 2. Now it is easy to see that Q,, Qz and Q3 are elementary abelian 
of order 8. Since S- D8 x E,, S contains only two such groups, a con- 
tradiction. 
(4) Suppose 1 #M, 4 M1. Then M2 = F*(Z,). 
Proofi Suppose (4) is false. Then by (1) l&:M,L*J < 2. Hence if 
M,nM,= 1, then 
1 #ZnM,nM,QG= <El, z2>, 
a contradiction. So M, n M2= 1, but by (3) M, # 1 #M2. Now by (2) 
[ps, M, x M2 3 = 1. Especially L, + L,(2”) and L, + L3(2’7. Let q be as 
in (3). Then the structure of Z, implies that there exists a cyclic group K of 
order q - 1 in L2 n pY, which acts regularly on Mi M2/M2 and centralizes 
M2. Especially 
IMII = IMIM~IM~I = 9. 
If q > 2 we have M, > [M,, K] = CM, M2, K] and the last group has order 
q. So Ml = CM,, K] < 5” by the structure of L,. This implies that L’ is a 
perfect central extension of a rank 2 Chevalley-group by M,, a contradic- 
tion to (M,I = q > 2 and E, & L,(4). 
So (M,I =2 and similarly )M2) =2. This implies {E,, L2} E (c6, U,(3), 
G,(2), 3D4(2), U,(2), U,(2)}. Hence if Ml Z$ S’ it is easy to see that L’ N 2, 
and then by the structure of S also L* N 2,. Hence Ml = S’ n Z(S) = Mz, a 
contradiction. 
SoM,nS’=l=M,nS’and 
S=(SnL’)xM,=(SnL2)xM2. 
By order arguments L, z E,. If L, EC, then S contains exactly two 
elementary abelian groups of order 16, a contradiction since Q, , Q2 and Qj 
are such groups. 
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If L, N Z, E {U,(3), G,(2), 3D4(2)} then Xi and X, normalize the unique 
normal elementary abelian subgroup E of order 8 of S. Moreover 
Q,=C,(E)=Q,, a contradiction. If L,-E,- U,(2), then Q1=J(S)=Qz, 
a contradiction. 
So we have L, N Z,, N U,(2). Then (S( = 2” and Xi N X2 N L,(4). Hence 
L, isdelined over GF(4) and thus IS/M,1 > 43 = 2’j. This implies lM31 < 25 
and thus CL,(Mj) 4 M3. Since M, centralizes O*(f,) by (1) we get 
M3<it4*. Similarly M3<Ml. Hence M,= 1. But then (L312=211, which is 
impossible. 
(5) Ml= 1. 
Proof Suppose false. By (2) without loss Mi 4 M2. Hence by (3) 
M2 4 M,. Now by (4) w, < C(P3), since otherwise by (1) each 2’-element 
in k3 would centralize M,, contradicting (4). 
NOW M2M1dX3. If M2M1 = Q,, then by the above Q3 < C(r3), which 
is impossible. So 
(*) H2 is a normal 2-subgroup of the min. parabolic x3 of L,, which 
is different from &(X3) and does not lie in C(F3). 
The structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups thus implies L, E {G,(q), 
3D4(q), U,(q), z6}. In the last case we have IQ3 : M1M2( = 2, contradicting 
[$, M,M2] <M2. 
In all the other cases the structure of these groups implies that there 
exists no normal 2-subgroup of X2 satisfying (*). But then, arguing as 
above, M1 < M3. Again by the stucture of 1, this implies IM, : MiI = q, 
since Q2 # M3 # M,. Moreover [M,, f2] < M,. Hence z2 n L’ < C(M,) 
and thus Cr,(&f3) & M,. But then by (1) 1 #ZnM,QG= (zl, z,), a 
contradiction. 
We now come to the final contradiction. By (5) we have Mi = 1. The 
structure of E, implies either L, 1: G,(2) or U,(3) or Xi acts irreducibly on 
Qi/CQ,(Xi) for i = 2 or 3. 
Suppose first L, N G,(2) or U,(3). Then without loss Q3 is extraspecial. If 
L2 is not 2-constraint we get as above M, = 1. If M, = F*(Z,) then easily 
lMzl = 8 and L2 N L,(2). So by the structure of t, we get M2 < [M,, 8,], 
a contradiction since by the structure of L, we have I [M2, 8,] 1 < 4. 
Suppose next that the second case holds. Since M, # Q3 this implies 
M2 < C,,(z3). But then by (5) applied to M, we also get M, = 1. So in any 
case M2 = 1. If now L, E {L3(q), Sp(4, q), U,(q)} then the same argument 
implies M3 = 1. Hence 2-Sylow-subgroups of Lj and Ej are isomorphic for 
i, j< 3. If now L, E {L,(q), Sp(4, q)} then S contains only two elementary 
abelian 2-subgroups of order q* resp. q3, a contradiction, since Q,, Q2 and 
Q, are such groups. If Ii- U,(q) for i= 1,2, 3 then two Xis must either 
normalize J(S) or Z(S), also a contradiction. 
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So we have L, E {G,(q), U,(q), 3D4(q), U,(3)). Suppose first that z, is 
not 2-constraint. Then, as above, M3 = 1 and all Li are isomorphic. But 
then by the structure of Li in each Li a minimal parabolic normalizes Z 
and so two Xi’s normalize Z, a contradiction. 
So M, = F*(Z,). By the structure of L,, L, we know that (Z”l) and 
(Zx2) are natural or orthogonal L,(q) resp. P(4, q”*)-modules. Hence 
(2.2) implies IV,/ > q5. But it is easy to see that L, does not contain an 
elementary abelian 2-subgroup of order > q5. This proves (3.1). 
(3.2) THEOREM. Zi is not isomorphic to *F4(2”) or *F.,(2)’ for i= 1, 2 
or 3. 
Proof: Until (3.2) is proved assume L,- *Fd(2*) resp. 2Fd(2)‘. Set 
q=2” resp. q= 2 and assume without loss Y3~Sz(q). Then L,- *F4(q) 
resp. *F,(2)’ and x, =x2 N L,(q). Hence L, E {L,(q), Sp(4, q), G,(q), 
U3(3)+46). 
Suppose first M, #F*(z,). Then as in (3.1)(l) z, =M, *L’, 
L’ = Ct,(Mi). This implies 
Hence JM1M2/M2j = 1 or q by the structure of L, and thus 
IM,M,/MiI = 1 or q, since lMil= JM,j. But then also [02(f3), M2] = 1 
and Z*=M** L*, L* = Cz2(M2). If now Mi n&Z, # 1, then 
1 # Z n M, n M2 < (I,, z,) = G, a contradiction. So we only get the 
following possibilities: 
(1) Mi=M*=l. 
(2) [Ml1 =q= lM,( and M1M2=M1 xM,. 
In case (1) the structure of’s 2-Sylow-subgroup of *F4(q) resp. *F.J2)’ 
implies that X, and X2 normalize E=&!,(Z,(S)). Hence Qi = C,(E) = Q2, 
a contradiction. 
If in (2) q > 2 or M, $ S’ then z, NM, x ‘FJq) and z, = M2 x *FJq). 
Hence again Qi=C,(E)=Q,, where E is E=B,(Z,(S)), again a con- 
tradiction. So q = 2 and M, < S’ > M2. But by (2.1) *F4(q) resp. “Fd(2)’ 
does not have such a proper covering group. 
So we get Mi = P(&) and M2 = P@,). Since lMsl > q6 IM1( it easily 
follows that M, = F*(Z,). Since *F4(q) resp. *F,(2)’ by [l] does not have 
an FF-module, we may without loss assume ZU L1 and J(S) < M. Hence 
Z # Vj is a failure of factorization module for tJ. Since C,(&) = 1 we 
have either IZI = q and V3 is the “natural” &-module or IZ( = q*, 
1, N L,(q) and V3 is the direct sum of two natural &-modules. 
Suppose V2 4 Mj. If V, is the direct sum of two natural modules, then 
V, <A E’%(S) and thus V, <J(S) <M2, a contradiction. So I’3 is the 
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“natural” L,-module and IZ( = q. Moreover V, n I/, = C,( V,) is of order 
q2. If now z, -L,(q), then ) V3M2/M2) = q, a contradiction since the 
minimal parabolic 2,/M, of 1, has no normal subgroup of order q. So 
) V,M2M21 >, q2. But [I’,, I’,] < V2 n V,, a contradiction since by [2] 
‘F.,(q) does not have such an F,-module. 
So we get V2 < M3 and thus V2 < Z(J(M,)). Let W = ( VP). Then W < 
Z(J(M,)) and thus @( W) = 1. Let A E w(S) - M3 and suppose 
C= C,(CW, Al) CdC,(CW Al))GM,. 
By [ 143 C E QI( S) and thus C E %( M3). Hence C 6 C( W), a contradiction 
to [14]. 
So we find an A E ‘?I(S) - M3 which acts quadratically on W. If 
(A n M) V, E a(S) then we get, arguing as above, W = V, C,(A). But then 
<AL’) centralizes W/V,, which is obviously impossible since 
z, = M&AL’). 
Hence the action of L, on its natural module implies L, -L,(q) and 
(Ai> q or L, N Sp(4, q) and IAl > q2. Hence there exists a ge L3 such 
that lAg:AgnSl<q and AgnS>AgnQ,. Set B=AgnS. Then 
IV,:C,,(B)(dqIB:BnM,I and [V2,B,B]=l since [W,Ag,Ag]=l. 
Now by [2] we have I v2 : C,uaI 3 m(2m)) 2 4*. Hence 
I B : B n M21 > q4. But this contradicts [V,, B, B] = 1. 
4. THE UNTWISTED CASE 
In this section we assume the hypothesis and notation of Section 3. In 
addition we assume that all the Xi are isomorphic to L,(q) for some fixed 
q=2”. Then the structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups implies 
LiE (L,(q), @(49 q), G,(q), u,(3), Ah}. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Suppose LizG2(q) (or G,(2)‘). Then L,<N(Z). 
Proof. Suppose (4.1) is false for i = 1. Then V, > Z. We will derive a 
contradiction in several steps. First we show: 
(1) V,/C,,(z,) N M(A,) as &-module. 
Proof: Suppose (1) does not hold. Since V, #Z, (2.3) implies 
J(S) < M,. Suppose without loss V, # Z. Since J(S) 4 M2, V, is an FF- 
module for E,. 
Suppose first L,- G,(q). Then by (2.3) V,/C,(L,) -M(I,). Let 
AC’%(S)-M2. Then IA: AnM,I =q3= IV,: C,,(A)1 and [V,, A, A]=l. 
Especially V2 < V,(A n M2) o N(S). Since V, < Z(J(S)) this implies 
V,<Mz. 
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Let W= (VP). Since J(M,)<M, we have W<Z(J(M,)) and so 
@J(W) = 1. Now A n M2 6 C(W) since (A n M,)V, E %(M,). Hence 
[IV: C&A)\ =q3 and so W=C&A)V/,. Let R= (ALZ). Then M,R=~z 
and R 6 C( W/V,). Hence z, d C( W/V,) which is obviously impossible. 
So E, E {L,(q), Sp(4, q), &}. Let W be as above. Then again IV’ = 1 and 
W<Z(J(M,)). Hence arguing as above (A nMJ V,$(u(S) for each 
A 4 %(S) - M,. This implies 161> q in case E, N L,(q) and /AI > q2 in case 
L, N Sp(4, q). Moreover, V2/CYz(z2) is the natural L,-module. 
Arguing as above we may assume [ W, A, A] = 1. Now by the structure 
of L, there exists a gEL2 such that (Ag:AgnSI<q and 
AgnS>AgnQz. Let B=AgnS. Then IV1 :C,,(B)l<q jB:BnM,I and 
[I’,, B, B] = 0. But then (2.4) implies that (1) holds. 
Now by the structure of the G,(q)-module M(1,) we have either 
Ji(S) < Q2 or Ji(S) < Qs for all i < m. Assume for the rest of the proof of 
(4.1) without loss ICw,(Q3)l =q* and J,(S) < Q, for ail i < m. Then 
((Zn W,)“-l) = C,,(Qj) and thus V2 # Z. Next we show: 
(2) I’, is an FF-module for L,. 
Suppose (2) is false. Then J(S) d M, and Y, < Z(J(S)). This implies 
V, < M, , since by (1) we have ‘?I( S) n M, # 0. Let W= ( I$‘). Then 
J(M,) < C(W), since a(S) n M, # 0. Hence for each A E%(S) - M, we 
have W= Y,C,(A), since (AnMM,)V, E(U(M~) and thus AnM, <C(W). 
But this gives a contradiction as in (1). 
Now (2) implies V,/C,(~,) is a direct sum of at most two natural 
modules. Hence X, < N(Z), since X, & N(Z). By (1) X2 < N(Z). Hence 
L, ,< N(Z). This implies C,,(z,) = 1 = C,(z,). Hence IZI = q and V, is a 
natural E,-module. 
For the rest of the proof of (4.1) let W= (( V2 n V,)L3). 
(3) Q(W)= 1. 
Suppose (3) is false. Then [V, n Vi, W] = Z. Now M, WQM,X, and 
M, W/M, is elementary abelian. Hence the action of G,(q) on M(I,) 
implies 
a contradiction. 
We now come to the final contradiction. We have J(S) 4 M,, since 
J(S) < Q3. If 2X(S) n M, # (21, then J(M,) < J(S) < Q3 and so 
Now by (2.5) it= W/Z contains as a top composition factor either the 
basic Steinberg-module for L, or a twisted tensor product of type 
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M(l,)a@ M(&)r, since (( V>#‘) and (( V>Jx2) are both natural 
L,(q)-modules. Hence ) W: C,(A)1 > q3 for each A E%(S) - M3. If now 
(A nM,) C&A nM,)E’3I(S) for such an A, then by the above 
A n M, < C(W), whence 
(W: C,(A)1 <IA : AnhI, <m(L,)<q3, 
a contradiction, By [14] this shows that for each A ~9l(S) -M,, C, = 
C,(CW Al) 4 M3. 
Suppose q > 1 A : A n M31 > 1 for some A E a(S). Then A n M, E ‘31j(S) 
for some i < m. Hence A n M, < Q3. Since as above Ji(M3) < C(W), this 
implies A n M3 < C(W) which is impossible. So ) A : A n M,J 2 q for each 
AE’?I(S)-M~. Since C,C,(C,)E%(S) by [14] we find a BE(U(S)-JV~ 
satisfying [ W, B, B] = 1 and I B : B n M,I > q. By (2.6) IB : B n M31 = q and 
we find in any case a g E L3 such that Bg n M3 = Bgn Q, and Bg < S. 
Thus BgnM,<BgnQ,<BgnM,. Since Bg~21(S) we have 
IBg : Bg n M,) = q3 and (Bg n M,) V, E a(S). Now it is easy to show 
VI < Ad,, since [V,, I?‘] 6 V1 n W. Hence by the above Bg n 44, d C( W) 
and thus ( W : Cw(Bg)( < q3, a contradiction as above. This proves (4.1). 
For the rest of this section we choose enumeration so that 
z,, L, E {L,(q), Sp(4, q), A6} and L, $ N(Z), if some L,< N(Z). 
(4.2) VI = Z. 
Proof Suppose false. Then by assumption Vi # Z for i = 1,2,3. Hence 
two of the Vis are FF-modules for the resp. L,‘s. So we may assume that I’, 
and 1/3 are FF-modules. If V, is also an FF-module, then (2.3) together 
with an easy argument shows that some Li < N(Z). Hence I/, is not an FF- 
module. By (4.1) Lip {L,(q), Sp(4, q), Ah} for i= 1, 2, 3. 
Assume V,6MZnM3. Then J(M2)J(M3)<M, and also J(Ql)<M,. 
Since I/, and V, are FF-modules we have X1 f N(Z). 
Let W= (vf2). Then W<Z(J(M,)). Pick AE‘%(Q,)-M,. Since by 
(2.3) V,/C,(L,) is a direct sum of at most two natural &-modules and 
since X, <N(Z), it follows that (A nM,) V, E%(Q). Hence 
(A n M,) V, E 2I(M,) and thus A n M, d C( W). This implies 
W = V, C,(A) and so (AL*) centralizes W/V,, which is impossible as in 
the proof of (4.1) since V, 4 V,. 
This shows that J(Q1)=J(M2). Similarly J(Q1) =J(M,) and thus 
J(M,) = J(M,), a contradiction. 
So V, & M, n M, and we may assume VI 4 M,. If L,- L,(q) or A6 
then VIM2 = Q3 and ) V, : C,,( vz)l = q*. Moreover a(S) n M2 = 0, since 
V, < Z(J(S)). Hence V2 = Cy2(Lz)@ W,, W, the natural L,-module by 
(2.3). This implies IV, : CV2( VI)1 = q = 1 V,M,/M,(. Thus E, v Sp(4, q), 
since V,M,/M,<lX,/M,. Now V, 6 M,, since V,M2=Q3. 
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If L, N Sp(4, q) then 1 V,MJM31 = q or q3 or I V, M,/M,( = 4 and 
L, N JY,. The first case is impossible since I’, M,M, = S. So in any case 
IV3 : G,(V,)l =q*, since V,/C,(z,) is the natural &-module. Hence in 
the last case 1 V,M,/M,( = 4 = 1 V, : C,,( I’,)[, a contradiction since we 
assume that V, is not an FF-module. So ( ViMJMJ =q3 and 
1 V,M,/M,I = q*. Hence q = 2 and 121 < 4. Since 1 V, : C,,( I’,)( < 8, I’, con- 
tains only one nontrivial L, chief-factor, which is the natural module. 
Hence, applying Gaschiitz’s theorem, V, is an extension of a trivial by a 
natural L, module. But then either X2 <N(Z) or X3 d N(Z), a contradic- 
tion. 
So in this case also L3-L3(q) or A,. Now L, & A, 1: I,, since 
otherwise a(S) n M2 # @ or %(S) n M, # QI, contradicting V, < Z(J(S)). 
Soweget)V,M,/M,(=IV,M,/M,I=qandIV,:C,,(V,)I=q*fori=2,3. 
This implies that each nontrivial L, chief-factor W, of I’, is a natural L,- 
module. Now either V2 or V, does not induce a root group of transvections 
on IV,. Hence without loss ( IV1 : C,,( I’,)] = q2. This implies that W, is the 
only nontrivial L, chief-factor in V,. Hence again V, is an extension of the 
trivial by a natural module, a contradiction as above. 
If L, N Sp(4, q) then also L, N Sp(4, q). Moreover, I V2: C,( I’,)/ = q*. 
This implies L, N L,(q) or A, and V,M, = Q3, V3M, = Q2. 
Let Zi = C,(z,), i= 2, 3. Then Vi/Zi is the natural &module. Hence 
lZ/Z,l = q for i= 2, 3. Since Z, n Z, = 1 this implies lZil <q, whence 
lZil =q or 1, since Z,Z,/Z, and Z3Z2/Z2 are H-invariant. So we get 
Z=Z2xZ3, lZil =q or Zi= 1 and IZ( =q. 
Now C,,(z,) = 1, since (z,, Xi) = G. Let IV, be an irreducible L,- 
submodule of Vi. Since Vr and V, act quadratically on W, and since 
I W, : C,,( I’,)/ < q3 for i= 2, 3, it is easy to see that W, is the natural L,- 
module and L, N L,(q). So either z* or f3 centralizes C,(S). Suppose 
without loss f2 < C(C,,(S)). Then z, = (8,, 2,) i C(C,,(S)), since 
f, < C(Z). Hence C,(S) = Z, # 1. 
Let F= (ZF). Then Q3 < C(F) and F is the natural X,-module, by the 
action of L, on its natural module. Now by the above S= Q3 V, so that 
F 4 M, since F 6 Z(S). But [F, Vj] = [F, S] = Z,. So F centralizes 
V,/Z,, a contradiction since V,/Z, is the natural L,/M,-module. 
(4.3) Either V2, V, are natural modules for the resp. Li or zi- L,(q) for 
i = 2, 3 and Vi is the direct sum of two natural modules for i = 2, 3. 
Proof: Either J(S) 4 M2 or J(S) 4 M,. Assume without loss the first 
case holds. Since by (4.2) C,(&) = 1, (2.3) implies that either V2 is the 
natural L,-module or L, N L,(q) and V, is the direct sum of two natural 
modules. 
In the first case we have IZI = q and (Z”l) is the natural L,(q)-module. 
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Let W3 be an irreducible L,-submodule of I/,. Then W, is nontrivial and 
Z< W,, since Zn W,#l and Z= (tH) for each tEZ”. Hence W,= V, 
and [7] implies that V3 is the natural &module, since CVJQ2) = Z and 
C,(QA = G”‘>. 
So assume L, N L,(q) and V, is the direct sum of two natural modules. If 
J(S) 2 M3 then it is easy to show, using (2.3), that (4.3) holds. So assume 
J(S) < M3. Now for each A E W(S) we have (A n M,) V, E a(S). Especially 
58(S) nM, # 121 and V, <Z(J(M,)). Hence W= (VP) is elementary 
abelian and W = V2 C,(A) for each A E ‘%(,S), A 4 MZ. This implies that 
(AL2) centralizes W/V,, a contradiction since z, = M,(ALZ). 
By (4.3) and [15, (2.4)] we find in any case a B-invariant subgroup Z, 
of Z of order q such that Wi = (Z,“,) are natural &-modules for i = 2 and 
3. Then W, n W, = (Z,xl ) is a natural L,(q)-module. 
Let W= (( W,n W31Ll) and l?= W/Z,. 
(4.4) Vi<Mjfor 2<i, j<3. 
Proof: Since M, < Q, we have [ W,, MJ < W, n W, by (4.3). Assume 
W, & M2 and let Lo= ( Wp). Then &=M2Lo and CM,, Lo] < W,. If 
@(M2) n W, # 1, then W, < @(M2) and so each 2’-element in Lo cen- 
tralizes MZ, contradicting M,= Fc(&). So W,n @(M2) = 1. If W, # V, 
then by (4.3) L, = L,(q)- L, and thus W3 d M2 anyway. So we get 
W, = V,, W, = V, and either z, N Sp(4, q) or z, N Sp(4, q). Since Z < V, 
this implies @(M2) = 1. By the same argument also @(M3) = 1, since 
V, < M, implies V3 < M,. Moreover MJV, and M,/V, are trivial modules 
for the resp. zi. 
Now IV, n V,l = q2 since V,n V, = (Z”l). So E, & L3(q) or 
L, ?= L,(q). Assume without loss L, N Sp(4, q). By the action of Sp(4, q) 
on its natural module we get V, n V, = [I/,, V,] = C,( V3) = C,( V2). 
Hence V2 n V, = M2 n VJ = M3 n V2 and so ( V,M,/M,( = q2. But then 
q=2 or L,*L 3(q), since otherwise by the structure of Sp(4, q) the 
parabolic subgroup XI/M3 has no elementary abelian normal subgroup of 
order q2. If L, % L,(q) then either iY’(Z,, V,) =0 or q = 2 and 
H’(L,, V3)=ZZ. So in any case IM31 dq4, since C,,(E,) = 1. But then 
ISI < q7, contradicting the structure of t,. 
So &, &E {Sp(4,2), A6). Since by [6] H’(L,, Vi)zZz it follows 
that lMil ~2~. This implies (SI ~2~, L, E {L,(2), A6, Sp(4,2)} and 
25 < (Ml/ < 26. Hence MI/Z is a nontrivial L,-module, which has the two 
natural submodules V, n M,/Z and V3 n Ml/Z for the parabolics X3/M1 
and X,/M,. But such a module of order ~2’ does not exist. 
This shows W3 6 M2, whence [ W,, V,] = 1 and thus [ V,, V,] = 1. This 
proves (4.4). 
(4.5) There exists no group satisfying the hypothesis of Section 4. 
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By (4.1)-(4.3) we have {L2, &) E {L,(q), Q(4, q), &} and 
Z=O,(Z(S)) Q3X,=L,nL,, since ZQL,. Hence by Theorem(3.1) of 
[16] we get 
v, = (ZL2) & Mj = O,(L,) 
contradicting (4.4). 
5. THE CASE x, N L2(q2), rz = L,(q) N xj 
In this section we assume the hypothesis and notation of Section 3. In 
addition we assume that x, N L,(q2), Xz -zj 2: L,(q) for some fixed 
q=2”. Then the structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups implies 
El E (L,(q), sp(4, q), G(q), 4, U,(3)) and L2=&= U4(q), (Wq) the 
fixed field in this case!) We will derive a cntradiction to the existence of 
such a group G in several steps. 
The “natural” U,(q)-module is the 4-dimensional GF(q’)-module over 
which U,(q) is defined. The “orthogonal” U,(q) is the module obtained 
from the isomorphism U,(q) N SL - (6, q). 
(5.1) Without loss there exists a natural or orthogonal L,-submodule W, 
of v2* 
Proof: Suppose (5.1) is false. Since by [ 1 ] the natural and the 
orthogonal module are the only M-modules for U,(q), we may assume 
J(S) < Mz and V, = Z. So VI is an FF-module for L,. Since C,,(z,) = 1, 
this implies that either V, is the “natural” L,-module or E, N L,(q) and V, 
is the direct sum of two natural modules. Let W, be an irreducible t,- 
submodule of V2. Since G = ( z2, z3), W, is nontrivial. Now IZI = q or 
(Z( = q2, since Z < V, . Let Z2 = Z n W,. Then (Z,“l ) is either a natural 
L,(q)-module, or the direct sum of two natural modules. 
Since X, < N(Z,), the description of the irreducible U,(q)-modules in 
(2.9) implies that W, is the orthogonal module, and IZ,I = q. 
Until we obtain a contradiction we assume that W, is an orthogonal L,- 
submodule of V,. 
(5.2) V3 = Z and V, is the direct sum of at most two natural El-modules. 
Prooj By the action of U,(q) on its orthogonal module it follows that 
J(S) < Q3. So J(S) 4 M3, since otherwise J(S) < M, n M, by the action of 
X, on Q, /M2. So if VX # Z, then V, is an FF-module for L, and thus V, = 
C,,,(z,)@ W,, W, the natural or orthogonal &module. 
In the first case we have J(S) < Q, , by the action of U,(q) on its natural 
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module. Hence J(S) < Mz and for each A E A(S) - M3 we have 
IA : AnM,I =q4 and (A nM,) V,E~~(S). So J(M,)<J(S)<MM,. Let 
W= V,( I’?). Then W< Z(J(M,)) and so @(W) = 1. Moreover, we have 
for each A E a(S), g E L3 that (A g n M,)V, < C(W) and so 
W= VaCW(Ag). This implies that L = (J(S)L3) centralies W/V,. Since 
L, = M,L it follows that W= I/, I/, and O”(R,) < C( V,/V, n V,). By the 
action of 8, on W2 this implies 1 W, : W, n V31 <q, which is obviously 
impossible since otherwise M, < C,( W,) = M,. 
Next assume W, is an orthogonal &-module. Then J(S) < Q, and thus 
J(S) < M, , since L, = (X2, X,) <N(J(S)). So J(S) 4 M, and 
V2= C,(z,)O W,. Now 2I(S)nM,nM, # 0 by the action of U,(q) on 
its orthogonal module. This implies J(M,) < M, M, n M2 M, . Since X, acts 
irreducibly on Ql/M2 we get J(M,) 6 M2. Hence by symmetry 
J(M,) = J(M,), a contradiction. 
So we get V, = Z # Vi. If J(S) < M,, then as above J(M,) < 
M, M2 n M,M, and so J(A4,) < M3. Now again J(M,) = J(M,), a con- 
tradiction. This shows that V, is an RF-module for L, , whence (5.2) holds, 
since C,,(L,) = 1. 
(5.3) We have J(S)6 Q3, J(S) C M,. Moreover, there exists a natural 
L,-submodule W,, such that W, n W, = (Zp) is a natural L,(q)-module. 
(Z,=Zn W,!) 
The first part of (5.3) was shown already in (5.2). The second part holds, 
since if L, N L,(q) and V1 is the direct sum of two natural modules, then 
each H-invariant proper subgroup of Z is contained in an E,-invariant 
natural submodule of V,. 
(5.4) Let W= ((W, n W,)“‘). Then W’= 1 and W<M,. 
Proof Since X1 acts irreducibly on Ql/Mz it follows that W, < M,. 
Hence WdM3 and [W,M,]=Z,, since [W,n WZ,M3]=ZZ. If W’#l, 
then[W,nW2,W]=Z2andso W4M,.HenceM,W=Q,,sinceM,W 
is X,-invariant, and so [ W,, W] > Z, by the action of E, on W,. This is a 
contradiction to W2 < M3. So W’ = 1 and by the same argument W < M,. 
(5.5) J(M,) < C( W). 
Since W2 GM, each A E U(M,) acts as offending subgroup on W,. So 
J(M,) G Q3 n M,M, and thus J(M,) < M2, since X1 acts irreducibly on 
M, MJM2. Hence J(M,) < C( W2 n W, ) and so J(M,) < C( W), since 
JWdaL,. 
Let w’=((W,nW2)x), i=l,2. 
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(5.6) W contains a top composition factor m= W/U satisfying: 
(a) p2 is the natural Iz-module. 
(b) #” is the “orthogonal” x, N Q-(4, q)-module. 
Pro05 The action of Ei on Wi implies that WI/Z, is the orthogonal 
L,(q’)-module, while W*/Z, is the natural L,(q)-module. 
Let now U< W such that m= W/U is an irreducible &-module. Sup- 
pose W’n U > Z,. Then by the irreducibility of Xi on FVjZ, we get 
W, n W2 d W’ < U and so W < U, a contradiction. Hence W’ n U = Z2 and 
p- W’/Z, as Xi-module. 
(5.7) Let AE%(S)~M,. Then (A :AnM,I<q. 
Proof: Pick A such that (5.7) is false. Let C=C,([W, A]) 
C&C,([ W, A 1)). Then by [14] CE (u(S) and C 4 C(W). Hence by (5.5) 
C $ M,. Denote by - the natural homomorphism from z, on ZJM,. - - - - 
Then IAl > q and 2 < 0,. Moreover, [W/Z, C, A] = 1 = [W/Z, A, C]. 
Suppose first A contains an involution i of type a*. Then without loss 
i~Z(@‘(x~)). Since either C 4 Z(02’(X2)) or C<Z(02’(rz)) but 
A 4 Z(02’(Xz)), since IAl >q, the structure of Iz implies 
[W/Z, e2, Z] = 1 for some ZE Z(e*)#. Hence by (5.6) I[ @, ?]I dq*. Since 
by [ 12, (1.3)] E, is generated by five conjugates of t this implies ) m[ < 9”. 
But this is a contradiction to (5.6) and (2.9). 
So A contains no involution of type a*. Considering Q, as 4-dimensional 
orthogonal space of-type on which x, acts as O-(4, q), this implies 
1 Q F, where F is a totally nonsingular 2-dimensional subspace. Without 
loss we may assume F<Z(Q2)i, considering Z(Q,) < QI as a singular 
point. Now the structure of X2 implies Fg d X1, Fgn 0, = 1 for some 
gap But [C&QI), Cg, Ag] = 1 as [m, Cg, Ag] = 1. Since 
lAg&/Q1l > q as pgn 0, = 1, this is a contradiction to (5.6)(b) and the 
action of L,(q’) on its orthogonal module. 
Let ‘8,(S) = (A <S ( Q(A)= 1 and m(A)>,m(S)-m}. Then we get the 
following consequence of (5.7): 
(5.8) Z~AE%(S)AM~, then AnM,eVIZ,(S). 
(5.9) Suppose BE 2IJS) n M3, B 4 M,. Then (B n M,) W2 E ‘8(S). 
By the action of QI on W, we have 
4 PI G I K:G*@)I 
for each subgroup 1 #B< Q,. This implies (5.9). 
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(5.10) Let AE%(S)~M,. Then IA:AnC(W))<q5. 
By (5.8) A n M3 E 2I,(S). If A n M3 4 C( W) there exists by definition of 
W a gEL3 such that B=(AnM,)g 4 M1. Since (Ql/M21=q4 we have 
IB : Bn M,I < q4. By (5.5) BnMM, < C( W), since by (5.9) 
(BnM,)W,e(U(S)nM,. Hence (B:BnC(W)J<q4 and so by (5.7) 
IA :AnC(W)l <q5. 
We now come to the final contradiction in the case where W, is the 
“orthogonal” U,(q)-module. We have ‘iX(S)n M, # @ by the action of 
U,(q) on its orthogonal module. Moreover, J(M,) & M3, since otherwise 
J(M,) = J(M,). So we find an A E a(S) n M, with A 4 M3. Now by [ 12, 
(1, 3)] L, is generated by five conjugates of A, since it is generated by four 
subgroups. Since ( W : C,(A)) < IA : C,( W)l < q5 by (5.10), this implies 
I ml < q25. But this is a contradiction to (5.6) and (2.9). 
From now on we assume that W, is the natural L,-submodule. 
(5.11) V, = Z and V, is also the natural i;,-module. 
Proof We have J(S) < Qi by the action of U,(q) on its natural module. 
Assume V, = Z. Then G = (L,, fs) $ C(Z,), Z2 = Z n W,, a contradic- 
tion So V2 #Z and if J(S) 4 M, then V, is an I;F-module for L, and thus 
V, = C,(L,) @ W,, W, the natural L,-module, since J(S) < Ql . Hence 
x* < N(Z). 
Suppose that V, is also an FF-module for L,. Then V, = C,,(z,)@ W2 
and X, <N(Z). Hence L, <N(Z) and thus C,(z,)= 1= C,(z,), which 
means that (5.11) holds. So we may assume that J(S) < M,. Then 
V, d M,, since V, d Z(J(S)) and V, d J( S). Let W = V,( VP ). Then 
W<Z(J(M,)) and so sZ,( W) = 1. Moreover, if A E%(S)- M,, then 
(AnM,)gV,6J(S)<C(V2) for all gEL3. So AnM,<C(W) and 
W= V,C&(A). This implies L = (J(S)L3) < C( W/V,). Since t, = MJL we 
get W= VJ V2 and O’(f,)< C(V2/V2n V,). Now the action of X, on W, 
implies W, < V,, a contradiction. 
This shows that (5.11) holds if J(S) 4 M,. So assume J(S) < M,. Then 
J(S) 4 M, and V2= C,(z,)O W,. Let W= ( Vy)V2. Then the same 
argument as above shows that L = (J(S)Lz) < C( W/V,). Especially 
W= V,V, and [V,,O*(f,)]< W,nV,. Since W,nV,=C,(Q,) is the 
natural L,(q*)-module, it is easy so see that such an L,-module does not 
exist, since Ql/M3 Q C( W, n V,). 
(5.12) W2= V2 and J(S) & M2, J(S) 4 M3. 
The proof of (5.11) shows that J(S) is neither contained in M2 nor in 
M3. Especially V, is an FF-module for L, and so V, = C,(z,) 0 W,. Since 
G = (I,, z,), (5.12) follows. 
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ProoJ: Assume V, 4 M3. Then V,M3 = Q i and so I V2 n M,I = q4. 
Hence V,nM,= V,n V,= V3nM, and Q,=VzMM3=V3M2= 
W,nMd* VP3 
Since [V,, M,] d V, n M, 6 I’, it follows that L = ( VP) centralizes 
MJV,. Suppose @(M,)n V, # 1. Then V, d @(M,) and so O’(&) < 
C(M,), since O*(z,) 6 L, a contradiction. Hence @(M3) n v/3 = 1 and thus 
@(M,) = 1, since otherwise Zn @(Al,) # 1. 
Let A E%(S) - M,. Then M3 = V,C,,(A), since IA : An MS\ = q4 = 
IV,:C,,,(A)j. Since AM,=Q,, [ll, (2.1)] implies t,=M,(A,Ag) for 
some g E L,. Hence by a standard argument M, = V, C,,(t,). Since 
CM,(&) < Z< V3 this shows M3 = V3. Hence by symmetry also Mz = V,. 
Suppose V,M, # Q3. Then the action of X, on Qx/MZ implies 
IV,M,/V,I =q=lMI:Mln V,I. Hence [M,, V,]<Z and so M,/Z,< 
Z(t,/Z), which is obviously impossible. So V,M, = Q3 and similarly 
V, Mi = Qz. This implies 
Vz n M, = [ Vz, M,] = [V,, Q3] is of order q6. 
Since the same holds for Vy n M, we get JQ2/M,J = JQ,M,J = q’. This 
implies 1, N L,(q) or A,. Especially [ V,, V,] 2 M, , since V, V3M1 = S. 
But on the other hand [I’,, V,] = V, n V, and H acts irreducbly on 
V2 n VJZ. Since V2 n V, 4 M, this implies I( V, n V3) Ml/M, ( = q*. 
Hence 
which is impossible. This proves (5.13). 
(5.14) V:!<Mi or VX<Mi. 
Proof Suppose (5.14) is false. Then 1 Vi : VinM,( = q*, i= 2, 3. Since 
ViMl/M,<IXj/M, for (i, jj = {2,3), the structure of the rank 2 
Chevalley-groups implies L, 1: (S) L,(q) or q = 2 and L, 2: A,, 2,. Hence, if 
L, & z6, then VjMl = Qj and so S = M, V2 V3, a contradiction since by 
(5.13) M,V,V,<MiM,<Q,#S. If LIE-z, we get IS:M,V,V,J<2. 
Since again by (5.13) Mi V2 V3 < M, M3 n M, M2 and since IS : M, MJ > 2, 
this implies 
a contradiction. 
(5.15) Let W= ((V2n V3)L1). Then W<M, and W’= 1. 
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Proof. By (5.14) W<M,. Since [V,nr/,,M,]<Z we have 
[W,M,]<Z.So,ifW’#1,then[V,nV,,W]=Z=[Vi,W]fori=2or 
3 by (5.14). Hence ( WM,/M,( < q and WMJM, < Z(Qj/Mi) for 
{i, j> = {2,3} by the action of U,(q) on its natural module. But then 
[W, V,n V3] = 1. 
(5.16) J(M,) < C(W). 
By (5.14) the elements of 2I(M,) act as offending subgroup on Vz or V,. 
Hence by the action of U,(q) on its natural module J(M,) < M2 or 
J(M1)<M3. In any case J(M,)dC( V,n V3) and thus J(M,)< C(W), 
since J(M,)aL,. 
(5.17) There exists an U < W, UULI such that W/U is either the direct 
sum of two basic Steinberg-modules or of two twisted tensor products of the 
form M(A1)aQ M(&)z as F,L,-modules. 
Proof Let H, 6 H n X1 be cyclic of order q + 1. Then by the structure 
of L, and E, we have [X,, HO] <Q2 and [X,, HO] <Q3. Hence 
[E,, H,] = 1. 
Let z, = L,/Z, F= V,n V, and W,? = (Frxi), i=2,3. Then by the 
structure of the natural U,(q)-module, WT is the direct sum of two natural 
Xi-modules for i = 2, 3, while H,, permutes the q + 1 natural Xi-submodules 
of WF. Moreover, F* = W,* n W: is of order q* and H, acts irreducibly on 
F*. 
Let now Z G V< W such that W/V is an irreducible E,-module. Then 
F & V and so by the action of Hn L1 on E* we have 1 FV/Vl > q. On the 
other hand FV/V< C,,(S) so that by a theorem of Steinberg FV/V = 
C,,(S) is of order q. Now WiV/V< C,,(Q,) and WiV/Vcontains at least 
one natural Xi-module. Hence by [9] Wj V/V = C,,( Qj) is a natural z,- 
module for i = 2, 3. Now by (2.5) W/V is either the basic Steinberg-module 
for L, or a twisted tensor product of the form M(A,)a@M(l,)z. 
Now H, 4 N( V) since H, acts irreducibly on F*. Let HO = (h ) and 
U = Vn Vh. Since VhUZ,, WJU is the direct sum of two F,E,-modules, 
which are both equivalent to W/V. This proves (5.17). 
Assume next by (5.14) that V2 < Mi. Then J(M,) GM, by the action of 
L2 on V,. Hence rU( S) n M, P M1. Pick A E ‘%(S) n M2 such that 
1 #IA : AnC( W)l is minimal. Then by (5.16) A 2 M, and by the 
Thompson replacement theorem [ W, A, A] = 1. Hence also - - 
[ W/U, A, A] = 0, where - denotes the natural homomorphism from z, on 
2,/M,. Now (2.6) implies IAl <q and thus IA:A nM,I Gq. If A nM, < 
C(W), then 1 W:C,(A)( <q and so ) W/U: C,,(A)\ Gq, impossible since 
A# 1. 
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Hence A nM, 4 C(W) and so there exists a gE L, such that 
(A n M,)g 4 C( I$ n V3). Now m(A n M,)g > m(A) -m. Therefore the 
structure of Q3/M2 and its action on Vz imply ((A n ~I4,)~n M,)V, E ‘S(S) 
and ](A nM,)g: (AnM,)gnM,I <q3. Hence (5.16) implies 
IA :A n C( I+‘)/ 9 q4. Thus ( W/U: C&A)1 < q4, which is impossible by 
(5.17) since by (2.6) an involution centralizes in such a module at most a 
subspace of index q 8. This proves the nonexistence of G under the 
hypothesis of Section 5. 
6. THE CASE Jl?, N L,(q), Iz N L,(q2) N X3 
In this section we assume the hypothesis and notation of Section 3. In 
addition we assume that x1 N L,(q), ~~~~~~ L,(q2) for some fixed 
q=2”. The structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups then implies 
L, E (L,(q’), Sp(4, q2), G2(q2)} and z, NE, N U,(q). By Section 3 we have 
F*(ZJ = Mi for i = 1, 2, 3. We will derive a contradiction to the existence of 
such a group G in several steps. 
(6.1) Without loss we get one of the following possibilities: 
(1) V, = Z and V2, V3 are “orthogonal” modules for L2, L,. 
(2) V, = Z and V, , V, are “natural” modules for L2, L,. 
ProoJ Assume (6.1) is false. Obviously one of the Vi’s is a failure of fac- 
torization module for the resp. Lj. Assume first that V, is. Then V,/C,,(%,) 
is the direct sum of at most two natural modules. Especially IZ( 2 q2. 
Assume that V2 is also an F&module for L,. Then V2 = Cv2(&)@ W,, 
W, the natural or orthogonal L,-module. Assume first that W, is 
orthogonal. Then X, <N(Z) and so L, 4 N(Z). If V3 is also an FF- 
module, then V, must be a natural module, since C,,(Z) < %, . But then 
L, = (Xi, X, ) < N(Z), contradicting our assumption. 
So J(S) < M3. Now ‘?I(S) n M2 # Qr. Since X, < N(J(M,)M,) the action 
of E, on its natural module implies a(s) n M2 n Ml # a. If J(M,) < M,, 
then J(M,) =J(M,), a contradiction. Since in any case J(M,) d M2 we 
have V2 GM,. Let W= VI{ Vf1) and L = (J(M2)L’). Then z, = M, L and 
L < C( W/V,) by a now standard argument used several times in Sections 4 
and 5, since for each A g%!l(M2) we have (A nM,) V, g21(M1). Hence 
w= v, v2 and 02(X3) centralizes WJW,n VI. But then 
( W,: W2 n V, ( = q. Hence V, n W,/ W, n Z is the orthogonal X3 N L2(q2)- 
module, a contradiction. 
This shows that W, must be the natural L,-module. Thus X, < N(Z) and 
so L, = (X,, X2) <N(Z). This implies C,,(&) = 1 = C,(z,). Since 
IZI = q’, VI must be a natural module and so (6.1)(2) holds. Therefore, to 
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prove (6.1) in this case, we may by symmetry assume V3 = 2 and Yz is not 
an FF-module for L,. 
Now I/, f MZ, since otherwise I/, M, = Q, and so Vi/k’i n M2 is the 
“orthogonal” L,(q’)-module for X3, a contradiction. Hence V, < M, and 
thus J(M,) <MMZ. So V, <Z(J(M,)). Since V1 G MZM3nM,M,, also 
I/, < M3. Now the action of Q2 on V1 implies (A n M,) I’, E 9I(M,) n M, 
for each A E %(M,). 
Since J(M,) < M2 we also have J(M,) G M3. Hence there is an 
A E aI such that A 4 M, . Let L= (ALL), W= V,(Vil). Then 
(AnM,)g~1~~(M1)~C(C2) for each geL,, whence AnM,<C(W). 
This shows W= V, C,(A) and so L < C( W/V,). Now W= I/, V,, which is 
impossible. Hence (6.1)(2) holds if V, is an FF-module. 
Next assume V, is an F&‘-module for L,. Then V, = C,(z,) @ W,, W, 
the natural or orthogonal L,-module. Assume first that W, is the natural 
L,-module. Then Xi <N(Z) and so L, 4 N(Z). Since by what we have 
shown Vi is not an F&module for L,, we have J(S) d Mi. Hence 
J(M,) 6 M, , since ‘3(s) n M2 # 0. This implies I/, < Z(J(M,)). 
Let W= V,( VP), A E 3(S) - M2 and L = (AL’). Then, by the standard 
argument, L 6 C( W/V,) and so W = V, Vi. Now AM2 = Q, by the action 
of L, on its natural module. So by [ll, (2.1)] z,= M,F, I;= (A, Ag) for 
some gE L2. Since C,(F)= 1 we get W= W, x C,(F) and C,(F)= 
I/, n I’?. So C&F)dL, and 02(z,) < C(C,(F)). Since by’ the structure of 
E, we have QJMi <O’(%,/M,), it follows that M,<C(C,(F)) and so 
C&F) <Z(z,). But then C&F) = C,,(z,) and V, < V,, which is 
impossible. 
So W, is the “orthogonal” L,-module. Hence X3 < N(Z). If V, is also an 
M-module for L,, then V, = C,(L,)@ W,, W3 the natural or orthogonal 
&-module. By symmetry, the first case is already treated. So W, is the 
orthogonal L,-module and L1 = (X,, X2) 6 N(Z). Hence C,(E,) = 1 = 
C,(z,) and (6.1)(l) holds. 
So we may assume that V3 is not an FF-module for 1,. Since X, < N(Z), 
V, #Z. So J(S)fM,. Hence I’,< M2, since V2<M3. Let W= V,( VP), 
L = (J(S)L2). Since J(S) 4 M,, the standard argument now implies 
L < C( W/V,). Hence W= V2 V3 and O’(z,) < C( W/V,), since z, = M,L. 
Now by the structure of E, we have M3M2 dM302(X,). So [I’,, M,] < 
I/, n V2 and thus [I’,, M2, M2] = 1. The three-subgroup lemma now 
implies M; < M,. Hence IM,M,/M,/ = q by the structure of X,/M,. But 
then also (M,M,/M,( =q and so 
M2M3<M2M1nM,M,. 
This implies Q3 = M, M, = M, M, = Q2, a contradiction. This finally 
proves (6.1). 
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(6.3) Case (1) of (6.1) cannot occur. 
Proof: Assume we have case (1) of (6.1). Then the action of L, on Vz 
implies J(S) 6 M, M, = Q. Moreover, 2l( S) n M2 # 0. 
Suppose Vz & M3. Then the structure of Q, /M, implies 
( V, : V, n M3/ = q. But X, leaves no subspace of index q in the natural E,- 
module V,-invariant. So V*<M3 and J(M,)<M,. Hence 
%(S)nM, @ M3, Pick AE(%(S)~M,)-M,. If A~M,E%~(S) for some 
i<~~,then(AnM,)~<M~forallg~GbytheactionofQ,/M,on V,.Let 
W=((V,nV,)L3). Then W’<Z. If w’#l, then [W, V,nV,]#l and 
1 WM,/MzI = q. But the latter implies [ W, V, n Vz] = 1, a contradiction. 
So @(IV) = 1 and A n M, d C(W) if IA : A n M31 < q, which is obviously 
impossible. 
Let now BE (u(S) n M, such that 1 # IB: B n C(W)] is minimal. Then, as 
shown, IB : Bn M31 3 q. By the Thompson replacement theorem 
[W,B,B]=l. 
Let W*= W/Z and W~=((V,nV,)*X’), i=l,2. Then W; is the 
natural z*-module, while Wf is the direct sum of two natural %,-modules 
which are permuted by an element of order q + 1 in H. (All by the action of 
I,, L2 on V,, Vz!) Let W> U k Z such that W/U is an irreducible E,- 
module. Then W, n U= Z and so W, n U= Z. Hence W,UfU= 
((V, n V2) U/UK> N WT as zi-module. Since Wi U/U 6 C,,(Q,) the 
description of the irreducible F2 U,(q)-modules in (2.9) implies ( W/VI > q16 
and CWluT Z(QllM3)T QJMJ Z 1. 
Suppose next )B : B n MJ > q. Then the action of X, on Q,/M, and an 
easy argument imply [ W*, Q, /M3, Z( Qi /M3)] = 1, a contradiction to the 
above. 
Hence (B: BnM,I =q and thus (BnM,)g~21m(S) for each gEL3. But 
then, by the action of M, on V,, ((BnM,)gnM,) V2 E %(S) and 
l(BnM,)g: (BnM,)gnM,j <q3. Since ‘%(S)nM, E C( W), this shows 
JB : Bn C( W)l < q4. Now by [12, (1.3)] 1, is generated by four conjugates 
of BM3/M3. Hence 1 W/U1 d q16, again a contradiction to the above. 
(6.3) Case (1) of (6.1) cannot occur. 
Proof: Suppose that we have case (1) of (6.1). Then J(S) < Q, and 
a(S) n M2 n M, # 0. Moreover, also by the action of Li on Vi for i = 2,3, 
V&(S) n Ml c M2 n M3 for all i < m. 
Now MIMI = Q3 and M,M3 = Q,, since rs acts irreducibly on Q3/M2. 
Let F= (Z”‘). Then IFI = q* and F is the natural L,(q)-module. Hence 
F<[Ml, VJn[M,, V3]. Let W=(FL1). Then W,<M, and W’<Z. 
Moreover, [M,, W] = Z, since [M,, F] = Z and [ W, F] = Z if I+” # 1. 
Now IV,: [V,,M,]I=q and so VzdMl, since L, is defined over 
GF(q’). Hence [W, V,] d Z by the above. If now W 4 MZ, then 
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WM2 = Q3, contradicting [ W, V,] < Z. So W< M2 and thus [ W, fl= 1. 
This implies @( W) = 1. 
Let W*= W/Z and Wy=((rC)K) for i=2,3. Then W,+ is an 
orthogonal Xi=a0-(4, q)-module for i= 2,3 by the action of L, and L, on 
V2 resp. V,. 
Let Z < U< W such that WJU is an irreducible L,-module. Then 
Wi U/U- WT as Xi-module and WiU/U < C&Q,). Hence by (2.9) and 
[2] ) W/U: C,,(t)1 >m(L1)>q4 for each involution EL, -M,. 
Pick now A E 9X(S) such that 1 # \A : A n C( W)l is minimal. Then 
A 4 M1. By the structure of E, we may assume A < Q, = M1M3 or 
A < Q3 = MIMZ. Hence, conjugating with L1, we may by symmetry 
assume that A < M, M, but A 4 M,. Then by the action of L, on V, we 
have IA : A n M,I = q3 and (A n M,) V, E a(S). Since ( V, : V, n WJ = q it 
follows that [W, V,] = 1. Hence by minimality of (A : An C( W)l either 
(A n M,) V2 < C( W) or ACm,( W) = (A n M2)(CM,( W)). Since A & M2 but 
C,,(W) < M2, since 1 V, : V, n WJ = q, the second case is impossible. So 
1 W: C,(A)1 < IA : C,( W)l < q3. But this contradicts I W/U : C,,(t)( 2 q4 
for t E A - M,. This proves (6.3). 
(6.1F(6.3) show that there exists no group satisfying the hypothesis of 
Section 6. 
7. THE CASE x, N U,(q), LTz = x3 N L.,(q2) 
We continue in this section with the hypothesis and notation of Sec- 
tion 3. Moreover, we assume that x, 1: U,(q), 8,~ X3 ‘Y L,(q2) for some 
fixed q=2”. By the structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups we get 
E, E &(q2), %(4> q2h Wq2)) and L, IT L, N U,(q). By Section 3 
F(Ei) = Mi for i = 1, 2, 3. We derive a contradiction to the existence of 
such a group G in two steps. 
(7.1) Without loss VI and V, are natural Z, resp. L,-modules, while 
v,=z. 
Proof. To prove (7.1 assume first that V, or V, is an F&module for L, 
resp. L,. Thus we may without loss assume that V, is an FF-module. 
Hence by (2.3) V,= C,(&)O W,, W, the natural U,(q)-module. 
Moreover, J(S) < Q3. 
If now V, is also an FE’-module for L,, then by the same reason 
J(S) < Q2 and so J(S) < M1. Also, by the action of U,(q) on its natural 
module, ‘8(S) n M, # @ Z%(S) n M,. Hence J(M,) < M3, since by (2.3) 
an A E’%(S)- M, satisfies AM3JM3 =Ql(Q2/M2) & Q,/M,. But then by 
symmetry J( M,) = J( M3), a contradiction. 
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So V3 is not an F&module for E,. If J(S) d M, we also get 
J(M,) = J(M,), which is impossible. So V, = 2 and C,(z,) = 1. Moreover 
121 = q* and Hn gj acts transitively on Z#. So if IV, is an irreducible z,- 
submodule of V,, then Z < IV, and thus W, = Vi. Hence V, is irreducible. 
Now by [9] Z=C,,(Qz) and Cy1(Q3)= (ZX2) is the natural L2(q2)- 
module, since (Z”‘) = Cy2(Q3). Hence V, is a natural L,-module. 
So to prove (7.1) we may without loss assume that neither V2 nor I’, is 
an @‘-module for L, resp. 1,. Then by symmetry J(S) 6 M, and V, = Z. 
Hence C,,(z,) = 1 and by (2.3) V, is the direct sum of at most two natural 
modules. 
Suppose that V, is not the natural L,-module. Then a(S) A M, # @ and 
so J(M,)<M,. Now by [13, (1.6)] 52,(Q,/M,) is elementary abelian 
and is an irreducible X2-module. Hence J(M, ) Q M3, since 
J(M,) < Q2 n M,M,. But then, by the action of L,(q*) on the direct sum of 
two natural modules, we also have J(M,) < M,, a contradiction. 
Hence Vi is a natural L,-module. Now again by [13, (1.6)] S2,(QJ/M2) 
is an orthogonal z3 N a-(4, q)-module. So F’, GM, and thus V, GM,. 
This implies J(M, ) d M2, since we assume that V, is not an FF-module 
for L,. Arguing as above we then get J(M, ) < M3. Especially 
V,6Z(J(M,))<M3. 
Now, since J(M,) # J(M,), there exists an A E (U(M,) with A 4 M,. As 
V, GM,, AM,/M, acts as offending subgroup on Vi. Hence by the struc- 
ture of the natural E,-module we have /A[ = IA n M,I 1 VII, since 
z= C.,(Md. 
Let W= Vi{ Vi’). Since by the above V2 < Z(J(M,)), W is elementary 
abelian. Now we have (A n M,) V, E %(M,) n M, E ‘%(M,), since 
J(M, ) < M,. Hence we get for all g E L, 
so that An M, Q C(W). As J(M,) GM3 this implies W= V, C,(A). Now 
z, = MI. L, L= (AL’). Since L < C,,( W/V,) this shows that W= V, V2. 
As 0*(8,) < L we get [V,, 02(pT)] < V, n V,. By the structure of the 
natural L,-module [V, n V,, Q3] = 1. (We already know that L, & G,(q), 
since otherwise J(M,) < M, !) As Q3/M2 < 02(fJ/M2) by the structure of 
U,(q) the three-subgroup-lemma implies (Q3/M2)’ < CzZIM2( V2) = 1, which 
is not the case. 
This final contradiction proves (7.1). 
(7.2) There exists no group satisfying the hypothesis of this section. 
Proof: Suppose false. Then by (7.1) V, is the natural L,-module, V2 the 
natural L,-module and V3 = Z. Moreover, J(S) d Q3 and Iu(S) n M, # @. 
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Suppose M,Mz # Q,. Then the structure of L, implies IM, MJM, I= q* 
and MI Mz/MI = CQ,,&d Reference [ 13, ( 1.6)] implies 
(M,M2/M21 = 4“. Since (S : M21 = q” a simple order calculation shows 
that IS : M,I = q8 and so L, ‘Y Sp(4, q*). 
Now J(M,) < M,. Let U= V,( VP). Then U is elementary abelian, since 
V, < Z(J(M,)). Let A E’%(S) - M2. Then we have for each g E L,, 
(A n M2)gV2 < J(M,) 6 C( V,). 
Hence U= V,C,(A) and thus U= VI V2. But then 02(F3) 6 (ALZ) and so 
[V,, O*(i3,)] 6 VI n V,, which is a contradiction to the action of Sp(4, q*) 
on its natural module. 
So we have M,M, = Q3. By the structure of the natural L,-module, 
(VI n V21 = q4 and is the natural X3 z L2(q2)-module. By [13, (1.6)] 
(LRl(Q3/M2)l = q4 and f2,(Q3/M2) is the orthogonal X3-module. The action 
of U,(q) on its natural module shows that [V,, f2,(Q3/M2)] = V, n Vz, 
while F= [V,, M,] = (VI n V2)1, considering V, as 5-dimensional unitary 
space over GF(q*). Moreover, O,(M,) < C(F). 
Suppose J(S) & M, and let W= V, ( FL1 ). Then @( W) = 1, since 
F< Z(ill(M,)). Pick A E a(S) - Ml such that IA : An C( W)l is minimal. 
Then (AnM,)g<f21(M1)<C(F) for all gELI. Hence AnM, =C,(W). If 
E, N G2(q2), then (A nM,)V, E%(S) and so W= V,Cw(A). By the 
Thompson replacement theorem [ W, A, A] = 1. Also ) W : C,(A)) < 
(A : A n M,I < q6. Hence I W/V, : C,,,,(A)1 <q* and equality holds if and 
only if AM, = Q3. Since IA : A n M,) 3 q4 and since A acts quadratically on 
W/V, it is easy to see that W/V, must be a trivial E,-module. 
Suppose finally L1 N L,(q). Then by the same argument 
1 W/V,: CWI,,,(A)I f q* and equality holds if and only if AM1 = Q3. 
Moreover, IA : A n M,( 2 q2. Now it is easy to see that L, can be generated 
by three conjugates of AM,/M1. Hence if W/V, is nontrivial, then 
AM, = Q3 since a nontrivial F,L,(q*)-module has at least order q6. 
But then by [15, (2.6)] W/V, = ((FV,/V/,)L1) must also be a natural 
L,(q*)-module, since [F, S] 6 V,. This is impossible since .8?JM, 
centralizes FV,/V, and so FV,/V, = C,,,(A), which contradicts 
I WV, : Civ,v,(A)l G 4*. 
So in any case W/V, is a trivial L,-module. Hence W= Y, F and so 
[W, M,] = [F, Q3] = V, n V, by the action of L2 on its natural module 
V2. But then VI n V, <1 L1, which is impossible. 
This shows J(S) d Ml. Hence as above V2 V, = UaL, and 
[V,, 02(8,)] < I/, n V2. By the structure of the natural L,-module this 
implies L, z L,(q3). Hence IM, : M, n M2J = JM,M, : M,I = q4. But on the 
other hand Ml n M, = C,,( V, V2) 4 L, and so [z,, M2] < M, n M,, since 
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there exists obviously no nontrivial Fz U,(q)-module of order smaller or 
equal to q4. This implies 
contradicting the structure of L3(q3). This proves (7.2). 
8. THE CASE Xi z L,(q), Xj z L,(q3) 
Assume in this section the hypothesis and notation of Section 3. In 
addition assume that W, zL,(q3) and X2 EL,(~) for some fixed q = 2”. 
Then the structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups implies that L, = 3D4(q) 
and X3 zL2(q) or L2(q3), since either L, is untwisted in which case 
r3 N r* N L,(q) or L, is twisted in which case t, 1: 3D4(q) and z3 N L2(q3), 
since E, is also a rank 2 Chevalley-group in char. 2. In the first case we get 
L 2 N 3D4(q) and E, E (L,(q), Sp(4, q), G,(q)} or q= 2 and L, -A, or 
U,(3). In the second case we get &E {L3(q3), Sp(4, q3), G,(q3)) and 
L, N 3D4(q). 
(8.1) z3 ck L,(q). 
ProoJ: Assume false. Then as shown above L, -t, N 3D4(q) and 
L, E (L,(q), Sp(4, q), G,(q), A, or U,(3)}. Since by (2.3) 3D4(q) has no FF- 
module, we may without loss assume that V2 = Z and J(S) Q M3. Hence 
J(S) < Mi, C,,(z,)= 1 and V, is the direct sum of at most two natural 
L,-modules, since V, is an FF-module for L,. 
Now V, <<(J(S)). So if L, -G,(q), A, or U,(3), then V, <A E%(S) 
and thus [V,, V,] = 1. The same argument shows [Vi, V3] = 1 if V, is the 
direct sume of two natural modules. So assume L, zL3(q) or Sp(4, q), V, 
is a natural L,-module and [V,, V3] # 1. Then [I’,, I’,] = Vi n I’, = 
V, n M3 is a natural X*-module. 
Let L3=(Vy). Then Z3=M3L3 and [M3, L3]< V3. Since IZI=qand 
H acts transitively on Z#, V, is an irreducible F,L,-module. So 
V3 6 @(M3) or V, n @(M3) = 1. In the first case 02(z3) centralizes 
M,/@(M,) and thus centralizes M3, a contradiction. In the second case 
@(M3) = 1, since otherwise Zn @(M,) # 1 contradicting Z G V,. Hence 
M, is the unique elemens of Q(S) and so jM3M2/M,l =q= IM3M2/M31 
by the structure of X,/M,. This shows lMz : C&M,)/ = q = 
IM3 : M3 n M,(. Since 3D,(q) has no FF-module, this implies that each z,- 
chief-factor in Mz is central, hence [M2, O’(z,)] = 1, a contradiction to 
M2 = F( L,) by Section 3. 
So in any case V3 < M,. Hence V3 i Z(J(M,)) since an element of 
‘i!l(M,) - M3 would act as offending subgroup on I’, and V3 is not an FF- 
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module for L,. Let W = V, ( VP). Then W is elementary abelian. Pick 
A E a(s) such that 1 # IA : A n C( W)l is minimal. Then A 4 M, since 
J(M,) < C(W). Moreover, [ W, A, A] = 1 by the Thompson replacement 
theorem. 
Assume first (A n M,)V, E g(S). Then W = VI C,(A) by an often used 
argument. Hence W=V1V3 and [V,, 02(f2)] < Vj n V, since 
O’(z,) < (AL’). As Q2/M3 < 02(x2/M,) this shows [ V3, Q,, Q2] < 
[ V, n V,, Q2] = 1. By the three-subgroup-lemma this implies Q; d M,, 
contradicting the structure of E, N 3D4(q). 
So (An M,) V, g%(S). Especially E, & G,(q), U,(3) or A6 and V, is a 
natural &module. Moreover, (A : A n MI 1 > q if E, 1: L,(q) resp. 
JA:AnM,I>q’ if z,-Sp(4,q). Let ‘%[,(S)={AI@(A)=l, m(A)> 
m(S) -m}. Then A n Q3 E%,(S) and A n Q3 4 MI. Since also 
IA n Q,:A n&f,/ > q in case Z, N Sp(4, q) there exists a gc X, such that 
B=(AnQ,)g& M3. Since [W,A,A]=l we have [V,,B,B]=l. Now 
by PI 
q (B:BnM,l> IV,:C,(B)I >m(3D4(q))>q5 
since BE’%,(S). Hence IB:Bn MS1 >q4. 
Consider - as the natural homomorphism from z, on ZJM,. Then B 
centralizes P= Z(S). Since IFI = q and m(3D4(q)) = q5 we have BnF# 1. 
Let l#.?cijnF and K=(BCL~(i) ). Then either R = Q, if B< Ql or 
I?= 8,/M,. In any case by the quadratic action of B on V, and the three- 
subgroup-lemma [ V,, 51 Q C,( Q, ). Now since J(S) 4 M2 and since 
3D4(q) has no FF-module we have Z = SZ,(Z(M,)). Hence C,( Ql) = Z and 
so ( V3 : C,,,(f)/ Gq, which is impossible by [2]. This proves (8.1). 
(8.2) 8, d= L,(q3). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then by renumbering we may assume x, % L,(q), 
z2 N X3 ‘Y L2(q3). Hence L, NE, N 3D4(q) and E, E {L,(q3), Sp(4, q3), 
G2(q3) 1. As 3D,(q) has no FF-module, without loss Vz = Z and J(S) ,< M,. 
Arguing as in (8.1) we get V, < M,. So .7(Q3) d M3, Now by the structure 
of 3D4(q), X3 acts irreducibly on (Q3/M2)/(Z(Q3/M2)). Since 
J(Q3) G Q3 n M2M3 
this implies J(Q,) M2/M2 d Z( Q3/Mz). Now Z( Q3/M2) is a root subgroup 
oft, and thus not weakly closed in QJM2 with respect to L,. This shows 
J(Qd f Mz. 
Let W= V,(V~l). Then W<Z(.J(M,)) since V3< MI. Suppose 
A E‘%(Q~)- M,. Since as in (8.1) V, is the direct sum of at most two 
natural modules and X3 <N(Z), the action of E, on V, implies 
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(A n M,) V, E ‘cr(Q,). Especially (A n M,) V, 6 .Z(M,) < C(W) and so 
W= V, C&(A) by the standard argument. This implies W= V, V3, a con- 
tradiction as in (8.1). 
Fence J(Q,) < M,. But then J(M,) = J(Q) = J(M,), a contradiction. 
(8.1) and (8.2) show that there exists no group satisfying the hypthesis of 
Section 8. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Suppose G is a group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Suppose 
that for 16 i# j< 3, zj is defined over GF(2”) and Xj is defined over 
GF(2”), where without loss m <n. Since zi,j is a rank 2 Chevalley-group in 
char. 2, we only get the possibilities n = m, n = 2m or n = 3m. Since this 
holds for each if j an easy discussion of the possibilities shows that G 
satisfies the hypothesis of one of the sections from Sections 4-8. So G does 
not exist. 
This proves Theorem 1. 
To prove Theorem 2 suppose that %? = (W, (pi), iE I) is a Tits chamber 
system of rank 3 with transitive automorphism group G, satisfying the 
hypothesis but not the conclusion of Theorem 2. For each iE Z= { 1,2,3} 
choose a rank 1 cell Ci E pi containing the fixed chamber C. Let C, E pti be 
the rank 2 cell containing Ci and Cj. Then by hypothesis, C, considered as 
a chamber system over {i, j> is isomorphic to the natural chamber system 
of some quasi-simple rank 2 Chevalley-group of char. p. Obviously p is the 
same prime for each pair i, jE I. Call p the characteristic of %?. 
If now {i, j, k} = Z, let L, be the stabilizer of C, in G and Kk the kernel 
of the action of L, on C,. For a subset J = { 1, k} c Z let L, be the stabilizer 
of Ci, iff {I, k, i} = Z and KJ the kernel of the action of L,. Finally, B = L, 
is the stabilizer of C,n C,n Ck. As in [ 181 we identify C, with its geometry 
r(c,). 
By a theorem of Seitz [S] we get: 
(9.1) For each ie Z one of the following holds: 
(1) L,/K, is an extension of a rank 2 Chevalley-group in char. p by 
diagonal and field automorphisms. (Here we also count the exceptional cases 
A, N Sp(4,2)‘, U,(3) 3: G,(2)’ and *F4(2)’ as Chevalley-groups.) 
(2) L,/K, is a Frobenius group of order 21 or 73.9 and C,- (iI is a pro- 
jective plane over GF(2) or GF(8). 
Next we show: 
(9.2) Case (1) of (9.1) always holds. 
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Proof. Suppose false and let i E Z such that LJK, is a Frobenius group. 
Then for each j # i, I&/&I z l(2). Hence by (9.1) L,IKj must also be a 
Frobenius group. But then by Theorem 2 of [ 151 Ki = 1 for each i E Z and 
thus Theorem 2 holds, a contradiction. 
If LK/KKzz6, G,(2), *F4(2), L,(2) or X2(2) let Lg = L,. In all other 
cases let LjJ be the maximal coimage of OP(LK/KK). Let zK= Op’(L:) for 
each KE I. (By the hypothesis of Theorem 2, LK/KK is not defined over 
GF(3)!) 
(9.3) For each iE Z the following hold: 
(1) K, is p-closed. 
Proof Suppose (9.3) is false. We will derive a contradiction in several 
steps. 
(1) Fi=p(K,)=Op(Ki) for each ieZ. 
We have E(K,) < Ki and thus E( K,) < E(K,). By symmetry and since by 
[15, (3.4)] G = (Li, Lj) this shows E(K,) = E(K,) = 1. The same argument 
shows O,(K,) = O,(K,) = I for each prime s # p. So (1) holds. 
(2) Ki 4 Kj. 
Suppose Ki < Kj. Then Ki < Kj. By the structure of LjJKj we have 
Op(KjjKi) < Op(K,/Ki). Suppose 1 # x E Kj - Ki). Suppose 1 # x E Kj - Ki is 
a p’-element. Since F*(L,/Ki) = O,(L,/K,) and since (K,n L:)/Ki is p- 
closed with cyclic p’complement, we get [L$/Ki, x] < O,(K,/K,). Hence by 
(2.10) COp(L,IKih XI = Op(L,IK,), contradicting [ O,( K,/Ki), X] < 
Op(KjIKi). 
So K-JK, is a p-group. But then easily Op(Kj) = OP(Ki) = 1 and (9.3) 
holds, a contradiction. 
Moreover, the last argument shows: 
(3) If C,-i is defined over GF(2) for ie Z, then Ki= O,(L,) for each 
i E Z. 
(4) Fi 4 Kj for all i#j~Z. 
Suppose Fi < Kj and Fj Q Kj. Then Fi = Fj = 1 and so K, = Kj = 1 by (1). 
But then (9.3) holds, a contradiction. 
SO assume Fi< Kj but Fj & Ki. Then Fi < Fj. Let 2,= (Fp). Then 
K,& = KiZi and [K,, 2,] < Fi < Fj. So if 2, = 2, n L, then K,L,>, z, and 
[K,K,, Lg] 6 F,K,< Ki. Hence again by (2.10) KiKj/Kj is a p-group and 
K,K,< [K,, z,]. But then the same argument as in (2) using again (2.10) 
implies that also K,K,/K, is a p-group. But then 
Op(Ki) = OP(Kin Kj) = Op(Kj) = 1 
and so (9.3) holds, a contradiction. 
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(5) OP’(Ki) d OP’(Kj)Ej, where 2,= (FF). 
Let - denote the natural homomorphism from L, on L,/Op’(Kj). Then 
Ej < Kj * zj and K, is a @-group. Since OP’(OP’(Ki)) = OP’(K<) it follows 
that m 6 zj. This proves (5). 
(6) Let i, jcZ such that (Ckl 3 IC;( and lC,l for {i,j,k} =I. Then 
OP’p( K,) 6 Op’p( Ki). 
Let A = Op’p(Kj), B = OP’p(Ki). Then Ku/K, and KY/K, are p-closed we 
have AB ,< K,n Kj. We claim [OP’(Ki), Kj n Kj] 6 OP’(Kj) n Kin K, = C. 
Suppose our claim holds. Let SE Sylp(Ki) and - denote the natural 
homomorphism from Ki on KJC. Then (K; n K,)S 3 Op’(Ki) and so 
op’o = (K, n Op ( Ki)) x s. Hence Ki is p-closed. Since C/A is a p-group, 
KJA is also p-closed which proves A <B. 
Now to the proof of our claim. By. (5) we have OP’(Ki)< 
Op’(K,) E,n Li= OP’(Kj)(Ejn L;). Hence 
[OP’(Ki), Kin Kj] < [O”‘(Kj)(LjnLi), KinKj] d C. [EjnLi, KinKj] 
since [F,, K,] 6 Fj and so [i,, Kj] <F, by definition of 2,. This proves 
(6). 
Now by symmetry we get Op’p(Kj) = OP’PKi) = 1 which proves (9.3)( 1). 
Since Ii< Ki& ei= (Fp) and [K,, &] d Fi the second part of (9.3) also 
holds. 
From the proof of (9.3)(2) we also get 
(9.4) Suppose Clei is defined over GF(2) for each ie I, Then Ki is a 2- 
group for i E I. 
(9.5) There exists no iEZ such that Li/02(Li)~~s or f’,, the perfect 
extension of A, or C, by a group of order 3. 
ProoJ Suppose (9.5) is false. Since Clei is a generalized quadrangle 
defined over GF(2) we have L,fK,= A6 or Z,. Hence by (9.4) CIej is not 
defined over GF(2) for some j# i. Since L,/K,- Z,, (9.2) implies that 
Lj/Kj- U,(2), O-(6,2) or 3D4(2). 
By the structure of the rank 2 Chevalley-groups this shows that also 
Lk/Kk = U,(2), O-(6,2) or 3D,(2), where (i, j, k} = { 1,2,3}. Now, by the 
action of .Z, on its generalized quadrangle, it follows that 
O*(K,) O*(K,)< Ki. Also by the action of U,(2) resp. 3D4(2) on their 
generalized quadrangle, resp. generalized hexagon, we get 
02(Kj) < 02(Kj) n Ki < Kk. 
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Hence by symmetry 02(Ki) = O*(K,) = 1 and Kj and Kk are 2-groups. Sup- 
pose L,IO,(L,) L.Z 0- (6, 2). Then LdOALd ‘u 0 - (621, since 
LjJO,(Ljk) NC,. Moreover, LJO,(L,) z f*a and B/O,(B) 1: E,. Set now 
B,= O,(B)B’ and G,= (B,LI) for IEZ. Then GJ02(G,)~52-(6, 2) for l=j, 
k, while GJO,(G,) N &. Moreover, B,, = Gin Gjn Gk. 
So we may assume L,/O,(L,) -a, or fs and L,/O,(L,)E 
L,JO,(Lk)z U,(2) or 3D,(2). Now the argument of Section 8 shows that 
the second case is impossible. (The proof of (8.1) also works if L, N A6 or 
,?s !) So Lj N L, N U,(2). Let i = 1, j = 2, k = 3. Let h be an element of order 
3 in K, and SE Syl,(L,) with S< L, n L, n L3. Then h E N(S) by the struc- 
ture of U,(2). Hence L,/O,(L,)z&,. 
Suppose first that [Z, h] = 1. Then by the arguments of (5.1), (5.2) we 
get V3 = 2 ‘v Z,, V, is the “orthogonal” U,(2)-module and V, is a natural 
A 6 N Sp(4,2)‘-module, since h E L; n L; and so neither V2 nor V3 contains 
a natural U,(2)-submodule. But then we get a contradiction in L3 as in 
Section 5. 
So [Z, h] # 1. Since h E L; n L; we get I/, # Z # V,. Hence either V2 or 
V3 is an W-module for E, resp. t,. Assume without loss that V, is. Then 
V, = Cy2(Lz)@ W,, W, the natural &module, since [Z, h] # 1. Now the 
arguments of (5.11) show that Y2 = W, and V, is also the natural E,- 
module. Hence L, = (X,, X3) <N(Z) and thus L, = C,,(Z)(h), con- 
tradicting h E L; . 
(9.6) For each iE Z we get z,/O,(z,) is a perfect central extension of a 
rank 2 Chevalley-group in char. p or is isomorphic to Ag, U,(3) or 2F4(2)‘. 
By (9.1) (9.2) and (9.3) either (9.6) holds or p= 2 and t:/O,(Zi) is 
isomorphic to a perfect central extension of Ah, U,(3) or *F4(2)‘. Now 
U,(3) and *F4(2)’ do not allow a perfect central extension by a group of 
odd order. So (9.6) holds in this case as well. 
So let i = 1 and z;/O,(z;) 1: &. Then the argument in (9.5) shows that 
K2 and K3 are 2-groups. But then I K,J = 2”. 3, a E N u {0}, and so 
L,/O,(L,) N_ & or f,, which contradicts (9.5). 
Now by the action of the extension of a rank 2 Chevalley-group in 
char. p by diagonal and field automorphisms on their natural generalized 
n-gons, there exists a p-subgroup S, < n:= I L, such that So E Syl,(L,) for 
i= 1,2,3. Let S=&nZ,. 
(9.7) SE Syl,(zi) for i = 1,2 and 3. 
Namely, suppose some x E zi n S would induce a field automorphism on 
cj/O,(cj) for j # i. Then x would also induce a field automorphism on 
L,jO,(L,), a contradiction to x E Ii. This implies S n zi d S n i?Lj for i # j, 
which proves (9.7). 
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Let now, for {i,j,k}=(l,2,3}, Xi=ZjnZk. Since SES~~,(X,) and 
since L, = (Xi, Xi) it is obvious that {A’, , X,, X,} is a parabolic system of 
G,, = (A’, , X,, A’,) with the original diagram A. If p # 2 then a theorem of 
Niles [7] and [17, (6.1)] imply the nonexistence of G,,, since the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2 implies that Op’(Xi/O,(Xj)) is not defined over 
GF(3). If p = 2, then Sections 3-8 imply the nonexistence of G,. This 
proves Theorem 2. 
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